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University at Albany, Institute for Mesoamerican Studies, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition:
New. New. Language: English . This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will
endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where possible. Brand New Book. The introduction of
the Virgin Mary to the native peoples of Mexico is often closely associated with Our Lady of
Guadalupe, the principal Mexican Marian devotion. Historical evidence indicates that the Mexican
shrine was not established until the 1560s, the legend was virtually unknown until its initial
publication in Spanish in 1648 and in Nahuatl the following year; and native people did not
participate in the devotion to any extensive degree until after the mid-seventeenth century. How,
then, was devotion to the Virgin actually introduced to Nahuas during the first decades of Christian
evangelization? This book addresses this question through the presentation of Nahuatl-language
devotional texts relating to Mary, texts through which Nahuas learned about the Virgin and
expressed their own developing devotion to her. The wide range of Nahuatl literature on the Virgin
shows that Nahuas were introduced to, and to varying degrees participated in, the full-blown
medieval and Renaissance devotion to Mary, adapted into their own language. Native...
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Absolutely essential go through pdf. It is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. I am just very happy to let you know that this is actually
the greatest pdf we have go through in my individual life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Pete B osco
The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila Pfeffer IV
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